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MISA presents over 30 artists in partnership with VAN HAM during ART COLOGNE for the first time outside Berlin.

MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE is the fifth edition of MISA and is taking place near Cologne for the first time. In partnership 
with VAN HAM over 30 emerging and established positions will be presented. Traditional art as well as digital art will be 
on view offline and online.

The group exhibition consists of single, double or group presentations that provide a deeper insight into the specific 
working methods and visual language of the respective artists. Works from the art market by legendary painters such as 
Rainer Fetting and Max Uhlig are shown alongside works by an established generation of contemporary female artists such 
as Alicja Kwade, Jorinde Voigt and Xenia Hausner. The up-and-coming Ultra Contemporary artists Paul Herrmann, Andy 
Kassier and Christian Werner are represented with photographs that deal with the social, cultural and political changes 
of recent years. CB Hoyo, who became known on Instagram with his satirical statement artworks and now counts over half 
a million followers, will be present with a participatory performance. Musician CRO aka Carlito and actor Matt Dillon will 
show their works at MISA for the first time, representing a more open and experimental art market. Digital art will also be 
on display, with a booth featuring NFTs and prints by Nancy Baker Cahill.

What is special about the MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE is that works from the secondary market are brought together with 
artworks from the primary market. Traditionally, galleries offer works coming directly from the artist and are sold for the 
first time in the so-called primary market. Auction houses are generally dedicated to the secondary market, where artworks 
are bought and resold or auctioned second-hand. At MISA, such regularities are transformed, setting the art market in 
motion for the long term. This is also demonstrated by the rather unusual cooperation between MISA and the auction house 
VAN HAM, proving that both partners are open to innovation. Van Ham, which is the only German auction house to manage 
artists’ estates, is participating in MISA with the artists Sarah Schumann and Alfonso Hüppi.

All works physically presented at MISA are available online at misa.art, the only online marketplace for traditional and 
digital art. Online, there are not only more works, but the programme continues throughout the year with regular 24-Hour 
Edition and NFT Drops. As part of MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE, there will be a 24-Hour Edition drop by Jon Burgerman 
(Friday 19 November, 6 pm – Saturday 20 November, 6 pm).

Additionally, the MISA programme will be accompanied online with the MISA MAGAZIN and on social media (@misa.
artmarket). MISA MAGAZIN regularly features columns, conversations with artists and reports from collectors to provide 
in-depth knowledge and information about art and the art market.

Wesseling, 8 November 2021
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Artists

About
MISA is an art market that presents works from the primary and secondary market. In June 2020, Johann König initiated 
MISA (MESSE IN ST. AGNES), which has established itself as a fixed format after four editions and is taking place outside 
Berlin for the first time with MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE.

misa.art consistently offers a carefully curated selection from 70 years of art history, supported by a data-based ranking 
and AI price estimation. misa.art covers the full spectrum of the art market: private sales and the secondary market, the 
primary market with sales directly from artists and through galleries, 24-Hour Limited Edition and NFT Drops, NFTs and 
fractionalization (coming soon). 

Location
MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE
Vorgebirgsstraße 18
50389 Wesseling

The ART COLOGNE admission ticket gives you free access to the MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE.

Directions
By car: MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE is about 20 minutes away from ART COLOGNE. Parking spaces are available.

By public transport: MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE is easy to reach. Take line 16 to Wesseling-Süd. From there it is about a 
five-minute walk.

Nancy Baker Cahill
Chloë Saï Breil-Dupont
Deborah Brown
Jon Burgerman
Carlito
Andy Denzler
Matt Dillon
Joëlle Dubois
Rainer Fetting

Martin Grandits
Alina Grasmann
Esra Gülmen
Georg Haberler
Xenia Hausner
Paul Herrmann
CB Hoyo
Alfonso Hüppi
Andy Kassier

Friedrich Kunath
Alicja Kwade
Tony Matelli
Frederik Næblerød 
Dennis Osadebe 
Przemek Pyszczek
Celia Rakotondrainy
Thomas Rhube
Sarah Schuhmann

Lou de Bètoly
Max Uhlig
Rinus Van de Velde
Marion Verboom
Jorinde Voigt
André Wendland
Christian Werner 
Johannes Wohnseifer
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Contact
Please direct your questions to Christoph Pantke: presse@misa.art

The artists are available for interviews.

Press images can be found in the press section on misa.art: misa.art/pages/presse

Instagram: @misa.artmarket
  
Partners: Artfacts & Limna 

Press conference
A press conference on the MISA VAN HAM KUNST_HALLE in Wesseling will take place on Monday 15 November at 12 noon. 
Accreditation is until 14 November with Anne Rinckens:  a.rinckens@van-ham.com 
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